
** Next regular meeting of the Waterloo Board of Adjustment to be held on January 28, 2019 ** 
 

  

                                                                   
 

WATERLOO BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT 
Regular Meeting - 4:00 P.M. 

Tuesday November 26, 2019 
Harold E. Getty Council Chambers – City Hall 

 

I.  Approval of  November 26, 2019 Agenda  

II.  Approval of October 29, 2019 Minutes  

III.  Decision Items:   

 
1. Request by Hasan Puric on behalf of Fusion Bar for a variance to expand a legal non-

conforming use to allow for the construction of a 20’ x 20’, 400 SF outdoor smoking area, 

located at 1915 Bourland Avenue.  
 

2. Request by Lincoln Savings Bank for a variance to allow for the placement of a 64’ x 12’ 

mobile office trailer on the existing site for a temporary period of two years located at 3254 

Kimball Avenue.  

 
3. Request by Helland Engineering on behalf of Matt & Andrea McGeough for a variance to 

allow for the splitting of the existing property to allow for a set-back of 10’ from the 

proposed property line to the base of an existing cellular tower, 50’ less than the required 

60’ minimum setback for a cell tower, located at 1150 Home Park Boulevard.  

 
4. Request by Cedar Valley Orthopedic Surgery for a variance to the “R-4, R-P” Planned 

Residence District sign regulations to allow for the installation of a 63 SF monument sign, 

126.75 SF wall sign, a 2’ x 4’, 8 SF sign, for a total of 197.802 SF of signage, 133.802 SF 
more than the maximum of 64 SF allowed in an “R-4, R-P” Planned Residential District 

located at 1631 Logan Avenue.  
 
5. Request by Ronald Lewis for a variance to the “R-2” One and Two Family Residence 

District accessory structure regulations to allow for the construction of a new detached 
garage to be have a setback 6’, 7, 3’.3 feet less than the required side yard setback of 10’ on 

a corner lot, located at 139 Lewis Street.  

 
6. Request by New Star for a variance to the setback requirement of 600’ from a protected use 

and 250’ from another non-limited alcohol sales use to convert an existing limited alcohol 

sales use to a non-limited alcohol sales use, located at 315 Fletcher Avenue. 

 
IV. Discussion 

 
V.  Adjournment 



MINUTES OF THE WATERLOO BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT REGULAR 

MEETING HELD ON OCTOBER 29, 2019 IN THE HAROLD E. GETTY 

COUNCIL CHAMBERS, CITY HALL 
 

Chairperson Condon called the regular meeting of the Waterloo Board of Adjustment to order at 
4:00 p.m.  Board members in attendance were: Brad Condon, April Leadley, John Beckman and Jeri 

Thornsberry. Board members absent were John Chiles. Staff in attendance were: Aric Schroeder, 
Seth Hyberger and Chris Western.      
 

I.  Approval of the October 29, 2019 agenda. 
It was moved by Thornsberry and seconded by Beckman to approve the agenda as submitted. Motion 

carried unanimously.  
 

II.  Approval of the Minutes of the Regular Meeting on, September 24, 2019. 

It was moved by Beckman, seconded by Leadley to approve the minutes of the September 24, 2019 

Regular Meeting. Motion carried unanimously.  
 

III. Decision Items 
 

1. Request by Deer Creek Development LLC for a special permit to allow for the 

placement of approximately 16,000 cubic yards of clean fill to bring the property up to 

Base Flood Elevation for future development located west of 3301 Greyhound Drive. 
 

Western gave the staff the report that recommended approval of the request for the following reasons:  
1.  The request would not appear to have a negative impact upon the surrounding area, and 

would appear to be a good project that will provide greater opportunities for infill 
development. 

2.  Approval of the request would allow the applicant to get the property re-designated as not 
in a Special Flood Plain classification therefore making the property marketable for future 

commercial infill development.  
 

And subject to the following condition(s): 
1. That the site plan meets all applicable city codes, regulations, etc., including but not 

limited to parking, drainage, landscaping, etc. 
 

Condon asked if the city requires letter of map amendments (LOMA’s) or are building permits 

simply granted based on documentation submitted by developers. Western stated that building 
permits are granted based on documentation submitted by the developer. Condon stated he thought 
it was a mistake that a LOMA is not required when a properties base elevation is changed and that 

simply relying on fill documentation submitting by contractors isn’t enough. Beckman asked if the 
area that is going to be filled will be higher than the area to the south. Thornsberry expressed 

concern for the existing parking being damaged by excess water runoff due to the area to the north 
would be higher than the parking lot. Schroeder stated that the applicant owns both parcels and that 

the path that water drains off of the site is generally from south to north and east to west towards 
Black Hawk Creek. The infill would not appear to have a negative effect on the area and given that 
the developer owns the parking, they would not want the parking damaged either. Beckman asked 

about the possible effects to the area to the north. Schroeder stated that the site plan shows a 
drainage ditch that will catch water flowing north and diverting it to the west towards the storm 

water detention pond. Beckman asked if there would be an impact on the Greenbelt. Schroeder 
stated that there would be minimal impact, even if the entire 100 Year flood plain was all filled the 

maximum increase would be a foot or less as required by FEMA. Harold Youngblut stated the 
parking lot is sloped towards were the former Greyhound Track building was and funnels all of the 
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water to the west to an existing retention pond. Therefore, all of the water will run to the south or to 
the north, and then be directed west to the detention area.  Youngblut noted that the area currently 

drains this way now, and raising the area will not change the drainage, so will not have any negative 
impacts. Beckman asked about the area to the north and if there was any intentions to fill the area to 

the north. Youngblut stated that there is a drainage ditch that will divert water to the west and an 
alfalfa field. Portions of the alfalfa field will be filled sometime in the future. Beckman asked what 

effect filling in the area to the north would have on the existing businesses are. Youngblut stated the 
businesses to the north have already been raised, so it would not have an effect. Youngblut went on 
to state that the intent is to get the entire area elevated prior to selling properties and then have the 

new business go through the process of certifying the base elevation to prevent having to have special 
flood insurance. Beckman asked if the water runoff in the area to the west of Greyhound Drive will 

run west and north. Youngblut stated that in that area, yes the water generally flows to the west and 
north. Leadley asked what the impact downstream would be on Waterloo and how much more 

water can the river hold. Schroeder stated that as the area is developed there will be more water 
detention areas created to control the rate of runoff for the difference of the 5 year uncontrolled rate 

vs 100-year developed rate. Also the Black Hawk Creek is protected by a flood control system that 

allows for a minim 3’ freeboard above and beyond the 100-year flood. Beckman asked if the 
conditions for approval are sufficient. Condon stated that he would like to see the policy allowing 

building permits for sites that have been raised be required to obtain a LOMA first because it has 
caused problems in the lending industry. Leadley reiterated her concern what the filling will affect 

the river downstream. 
 

It was moved by Beckman, seconded by Thornsberry to approve the request by Deer Creek Development 

LLC for a special permit to allow for the placement of approximately 16,000 cubic yards of clean fill to 

bring the property up to Base Flood Elevation for future development located west of 3301 Greyhound 

Drive. Motion carried unanimously.  
 

2. Request by Nagle Signs on behalf of Cedar Valley Community Church for a variance to 

the sign regulations to allow for the installation of a 19’ tall x 16 wide 304 SF 

monument sign, 7’ taller than the maximum height allowed of 12’ and two 6 SF signs, 

for a total of 316 SF of signage, 252 SF more than the maximum of 64 SF allowed in an 

“R-1” One and Two Family Residence District and “R-3” Multiple Residence District 

located at 3520 Ansborough Avenue. 

 
Western gave the staff the report that recommended approval of the request for the following reasons:  

1.  The property is located along Ansborough Avenue which is classified as a Minor Arterial     
roadway. 

2.  The existing sign has existed for approximately 20 plus years without any complaints and the 
proposed sign would reduce the non-conformity by decreasing the height of the sign and the 

square footage of the sign. 
3.  The sign is an important tool for keeping members of the congregation and the public aware 

of the many programs and public events offered by the church. 

 
Leadley asked for clarification what signs are currently on site. Schroeder stated that there was a 

misprint in the middle of the staff report were it states that the existing sign is 171 square but is 
actually 400 square feet. Leadley asked what size of sign would be permitted without a variance. 

Schroeder stated the ordinance states uses that are required to have a Special Permit in a  “R-1”,“R-
2”, “R-3”, and “R-4” zoning districts are restricted by linear street footage but is limited to a 
maximum of 64 square feet but can be restricted to less than 64 square where sites have little street 

frontage. Brian Buss with Nagle signs explained that the applicant is looking to reduce the square 
footage of the sign. Buss asked for clarification on how many directional signs there where. 
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Schroeder stated that there are three 6 square foot signs but only one meets the definition of a 
directional sign and does not need a variance but the other two do. Buss stated he reached out to the 

neighbors directly across Ansborough and received signed petitions in favor of the request. Beckman 
asked if there would be any digital signage in the monument sign. Buss stated that there would not 

be. Beckman asked for clarification as to the location of the directional signs. Buss stated that there 
would be 2 along Ridgemont Road and one at the Ansborough entrance all located inside the 

property line.  
 

It was moved by Beckman, seconded by Leadley to approve the request by Nagle Signs on behalf of 

Cedar Valley Community Church for a variance to the sign regulations to allow for the installation of a 

19’ tall x 16 wide 304 SF monument sign, 7’ taller than the maximum height allowed of 12’ and two 6 

SF signs, for a total of 316 SF of signage, 252 SF more than the maximum of 64 SF allowed in an “R-

1” One and Two Family Residence District and “R-3” Multiple Residence District located at 3520 

Ansborough Avenue. Motion carried unanimously. 
 

3. Request by Expedite The Diehl on behalf of Mercy One for a variance to the “R-3” 

Multiple Residence District sign regulations to allow for 607 SF of existing signage to 

remain, to replace 2,272 SF of existing tenant signage with 1,739 SF of new signage, 

and construct a new 28 SF wall sign at Mercy One Hospital campus in an “R-3” 

Multiple Family Residence District, located at 3421 W 9th Street. 
 

Heyberger gave the staff report that recommended approval of the request for the following reasons: 
1. The proposed signs would not appear to have a negative impact on surrounding uses, as the 

majority of the property is of commercial use and owned by Mercy One.  
2. There would appear to be some uniqueness to the request, as the “R-3” sign regulations limit 

signage to only 64 SF on only two sides, and this prevents the signage needed to effectively 

direct clients to their business and the services that they provide. 
3. The request would not appear to have a negative impact on the area and would be 

compatible with surrounding uses.  
4. Staff has heard no objections to the request. 

 

Ledley asked if there is a code that specifies how bright or how many lumens the signage can have. 
Hyberger stated that there is not. Brian Buss of Nagle signs explained the importance of having 
proper signage for hospitals to ensure patients know were to go particularly emergency service 

vehicles. 
 

It was moved by Thornsberry, seconded by Leadley to approve the request by Expedite The Diehl on 

behalf of Mercy One for a variance to the “R-3” Multiple Residence District sign regulations to allow 

for 607 SF of existing signage to remain, to replace 2,272 SF of existing tenant signage with 1,739 SF of 

new signage, and construct a new 28 SF wall sign at Mercy One Hospital campus in an “R-3” Multiple 

Family Residence District, located at 3421 W 9th Street. Motion carried unanimously. 

 

4. Request by Nagle Signs Inc. on behalf of Mercy One for a variance to the “R-3” 

Multiple Residence district sign regulations to allow for the removal and replacement 

of a 70 SF backlit wall sign with a new 70 SF backlit wall sign, to allow for the 

removal and replacement of an 22 SF tenant panel within an existing backlit cabinet 

sign and to legalize an existing 7’ tall x 6’ wide, 42 SF monument sign for a total 134 

SF of signage, 111 SF over the maximum allowed of 23 SF allowed in the “R-3” 

Multiple Residence District located at 2055 Kimball Avenue. 
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Hyberger gave the staff report that recommended approval of the request for the following reasons: 
1. There appears to be a lack of reasonable return as the property’s limited 

street frontage severely limits the ability to provide adequate signage 
for Kimball Ridge Medical Center and denial of the request could deny 

the owner reasonable use of the property. 
2. There would appear to be some uniqueness to the request, as the “R-3” 

sign regulations limit signage to only 23 SF, and this prevents the 
signage needed to effectively direct clients to their business and the 
services that they provide. 

3. The request would not appear to have a negative impact on the area 
and would be compatible with surrounding uses.  

4. Staff has heard no objections to the request. 

 
Condon asked about an existing monument sign at the corner of Kimball Avenue and Ridgeway 

Avenue and if it will come to the board for reviews as it appears that it will need to be refaced. Seth 
stated that the monument sign is legally permitted and would not need to be reviewed. Buss 

explained that the sign was run into by a vehicle and has a temporary sign that advertises Mercy 
One. Ryann Meir of Mercy One stated that there are no plans to update the sign as the property is 
for sale. Beckman asked for clarification as to the location of the monument sign. Buss explained 

where the sign is located. 
 

It was moved by Leadley, seconded by Beckman to approve the request by Nagle Signs Inc. on behalf of 

Mercy One for a variance to the “R-3” Multiple Residence district sign regulations to allow for the 

removal and replacement of a 70 SF backlit wall sign with a new 70 SF backlit wall sign, to allow for 

the removal and replacement of an 22 SF tenant panel within an existing backlit cabinet sign and to 

legalize an existing 7’ tall x 6’ wide, 42 SF monument sign for a total 134 SF of signage, 111 SF over 

the maximum allowed of 23 SF allowed in the “R-3” Multiple Residence District located at 2055 

Kimball Avenue. Motion Carried unanimously.  
 

III. Discussion 
There were no discussion items. 
 

IV. Adjournment 
It was moved by Beckman, seconded by Thornsberry to adjourn the meeting at 5:09 p.m. Motion carried 

unanimously.  
 

Sincerely, 
 
Christopher W. Western 
Christopher W. Western 
Planner II/Brownfield Coordinator 
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REQUEST: Hasan Puric, Fusion Bar – 1915 Bourland Avenue 
Request by Hasan Puric on behalf of Fusion Bar for a variance to expand a legal 
non-conforming use to allow for a 20’ X 9’ smoking room addition at the rear of 
the building located at 1915 Bourland Avenue. A variance is required because no 
non-limited alcohol sales use is allowed to be within 250 feet of a protected use 
(includes a dwelling) or be within 250 feet of another non-limited alcohol sales 
use.  The site is a legal non-conforming use because the site is less than 250’ from 
protected uses, and less than 250’ to another non-limited alcohol sales use.  
Therefore approval of a variance is required to expand the legal non-conforming 
use to allow for the 20’ X 9’ smoking room addition.  

GENERAL 
DESCRIPTION: 

 
The proposed project consists of constructing a new 20’ X 9’ smoking room on the 
rear (north) side of the building at 1915 Bourland Avenue.  The property directly 
adjoins a dwelling at 1911 Bourland Avenue.  

LOCATION, CURRENT 
ZONING, AND 
ZONING HISTORY: 

 
The property is zoned “C-2” Commercial District, and has been zoned as such 
since the adoption of the Zoning Ordinance.   Properties to the west are zoned “R-
2” One and Two Family Residence District. 

IMPACT ON 
NEIGHBORHOOD & 
SURROUNDING LAND 
USES: 

 
The request to construct a 20’ X 9’ smoking room addition would appear to have a 
negative impact on the area, as there are multiple residences within the immediate 
vicinity of the Fusion Bar, including a dwelling to the west that the proposed 
addition would be approximately 30’ from the property line of the dwelling, and 
approximately 60’ from the dwelling.  There have been complaints from the 
residences to the west regarding the bar, including complaints of loud noise and 
music disturbing the area.  Expansion of the bar by the addition of an outdoor 
smoking area would not appear to be compatible with the adjacent residential 
uses. 

TRAFFIC 
CONDITIONS: 

 
It would appear that the request would not have a negative impact upon traffic 
conditions in the surrounding area. 

RELATIONSHIP TO 
COMPREHENSIVE 
PLAN: 

 
The request would be in conformance with the classification of this area as 
Commercial on the Future Land Use Map within the City of Waterloo 
Comprehensive Plan adopted February 3, 2003. 

STAFF 
COMMENTS: 

 
Sections of the Zoning Ordinance that pertain to the request:  
Ordinance 4976, Chapter 5 General Regulations, 10-5-1 (B), Non-Conforming Uses. 
 
The proposed project consists of constructing a 20’ X 9’ smoking room addition on 
the rear of a building at 1915 Bourland Avenue.  The Fusion Bar is classified as a 
Non-Limited Alcohol Sales use, but is a legal non-conforming use because the bar is 
located within 250’ of protected uses, and within 250’ of another non-limited 
alcohol sales use. Therefore approval of a variance is required to expand the legal 
non-conforming use to allow the 20’ X 9’ smoking room addition.  
 
The 20’ X 9’ smoking room addition will consist of a corrugated metal roof, 
corrugated metal sidewalls, 4’ chain link fence with hand rails, an open door area 
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that is 10’ X 4’, and two open window areas that are 8’ X 5’ in size. 
 
It should be noted that the Fusion Bar has received several noise complaints in the 
past and there are several homes that are either adjacent or in close proximity to the 
site.  Expansion of the bar by the addition of an outdoor smoking area would not 
appear to be compatible with the adjacent residential uses.  The bar has an existing 
smoking area that was constructed on the east side of the building, however the 
smoking area is illegal, as there was no approvals to expand the non-conforming 
use, and there were no permits to build the addition.  If the variance request is 
denied, the existing smoking area addition will have to be removed. It should also 
be noted that the neighbor at 1911 Bourland Avenue is against the proposed 
project. The owner has notified the Waterloo Police Department multiple times 
over the years regarding noise complaints.  

  
Criteria 

 
1. Lack of reasonable return- There would not appear to be a lack of reasonable 

return with this request because bar patrons could still smoke outside without 
a 20’ X 9’ smoking room addition.  
 

2. Uniqueness- There would not appear to be any uniqueness to the request. The 
bar is a legal non-conforming use because it is within 250’ of protected uses 
and is less than 250’ from another non-limited alcohol sales use, and 
expansion of the non-conforming use would not be compatible with the 
surrounding residential uses.  
 

3. Public Considerations- Approval of the 20’ X 9’ smoking room addition 
request could negatively affect homes within close proximity to the bar. The 
Fusion Bar has had noise complaints from neighboring properties in the past, 
and the proposed addition would cause patrons to congregate at a point even 
closer to the adjacent residential uses.     

 
STAFF 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 
Therefore, staff recommends that the request by Hasan Puric on behalf of Fusion 
Bar for a variance to expand a legal non-conforming use to allow for a 20’ X 9’ 
smoking room addition, be denied for the following reason(s): 
 

1. Persons could still smoke outside of the bar without the smoking room 
addition.  

2. The site is currently a legal non-conforming use and approval for the 20’ X 
9’ smoking room addition would simply make the property more out of 
compliance with the Zoning Ordinance.  

3. Approval of the request would have a negative impact on the surrounding 
area. Fusion Bar has had numerous noise complaints in the past by 
adjacent neighbors.  

 
However, if there request were to be approved, staff would recommend that it 
be approved subject to the following conditions: 
 

1. That the applicant uses different construction materials for the 20’ X 9’ 
smoking room addition, such as horizontal vinyl siding, and that the 
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smoking room addition be restricted to be located on the east side of the 
building. 
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1915 Bourland Avenue- variance to expand a legal non-conforming use to 

allow for the construction of a 20’ x 20’, 400 SF outdoor smoking area 

 
 

 

Looking west at the rear of the property  

Proposed location of smoking area 

Looking north at parts store 

immediately to the north of the 

proposed smoking area. 



 

 
 

 

Looking northeast at 

Salon and Gas Station 

Standing on Bourland Avenue looking at the back 

of trucking company immediately to the east  



 
 

 

Looking south towards Bourland Avenue 

Existing Smoking Area 

built with no permit by the 

owner of Trucker Bar and 

Grill 

Existing Smoking Area 

built with no permit by the 

owner of Trucker Bar and 

Grill 



 
 

 

Looking at adjacent property at 1911 Bourland 

Avenue 

Looking at adjacent property at 1911 Bourland 

Avenue 
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REQUEST: Lincoln Savings Bank – 3254 Kimball Avenue 
Request by Lincoln Savings Bank for a temporary variance to allow for the 
placement of a 64’ x 12’ mobile office trailer on the existing site for a temporary 
period of two years located at 3254 Kimball Avenue. 

GENERAL 
DESCRIPTION: 

 
The applicant proposes to place the 64’ x 12’ mobile office on the south side of the 
bank building for a temporary period of two years.   

LOCATION, CURRENT 
ZONING, AND 
ZONING HISTORY: 

 
The property is zoned “R-4, C-Z” Conditional Zoning District, and has been zoned 
as such since September 7, 2010.    
 
North: Immediately to the north is Bank Iowa zoned “R-4, C-Z” Conditional 
Zoning District  
 
South: Immediately to the south is South Ridge Dental zoned “R-4” Multiple 
Residence District. 
 
East: Immediately to the east are single-family homes zoned “R-2” One and Two 
Family Residence District. 
 
West: To the west is a mix of single family homes and multi-family residences 
zoned “R-2” One and Two Family Residence District and “R-3” Multi-Family 
Residence District.   
 

IMPACT ON 
NEIGHBORHOOD & 
SURROUNDING LAND 
USES: 

 
The request would not appear to have a negative impact on the area as the mobile 
office would setback 100 feet and mostly behind the dental office to the south and 
is office is screened from the residential uses to the west by detached garages. 

TRAFFIC 
CONDITIONS: 

 
It would appear that the request would not have a negative impact upon traffic 
conditions in the surrounding area. 

RELATIONSHIP TO 
COMPREHENSIVE 
PLAN: 

 
The request would be in conformance with the classification of this area as 
Commercial on the Future Land Use Map within the City of Waterloo 
Comprehensive Plan adopted February 3, 2003. 

STAFF 
COMMENTS: 

 
The applicant is requesting the variance due to operational growth that has 
occupied the entire facility at 3254 Kimball Avenue. The applicant is in need of 
additional conference room space and is requesting to place it on the south side of 
the building. The trailer would be 64’ X 12’ and include 3 conference rooms. The 
trailer will be temporary until March of 2021 when LSB will relocate to the 
Techworks building on Westfield Avenue. 
 
Mobile offices are not a permitted use anywhere within the city limits of Waterloo 
unless being used by contractors during a construction project. 
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3254 Kimball Avenue- 64’ x 12’ mobile office trailer  

  
Criteria 

 
1. Lack of reasonable return- There would not appear to be lack of reasonable 

return, however the request is temporary.  
 

2. Uniqueness- There would appear to be any uniqueness to the request as the 
applicant is working to relocate to an adequate facility to accommodate there 
rapid growth therefore the request is temporary until they can complete 
renovation work needed to occupy the new site.  

 
3. Public Considerations- There are no objections on file, and the request is only 

temporary.     
 
STAFF 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 
Therefore, staff recommends that the Request by Lincoln Savings Bank for a 
variance to allow for the placement of a 64’ x 12’ mobile office trailer on the 
existing site for a temporary period of two years located at 3254 Kimball Avenue 
be approved for the following reason(s): 
 

1. There would not appear to be lack of reasonable return, however the 
request is temporary.  

2. There would appear to be any uniqueness to the request as the 
applicant is working to relocate to an adequate facility to accommodate 
there rapid growth therefore the request is temporary.  

3. There are no objections on file.     
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Request by Lincoln Savings Bank for a variance to allow for the placement of a 64’ x 12’ 

mobile office trailer 

 

 
 

Looking south west at 

South Ridge Dental 

Proposed location of mobile office 
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REQUEST: Helland Engineering on behalf of Matt & Andrea McGeough – 1150 Home Park 
Boulevard  

Request for a variance to allow for the splitting of the existing property to 
allow for a set-back of 10’ from the proposed property line to the base of an 
existing cellular tower, 50’ less than the required 60’ minimum setback for a 
cell tower, located at 1150 Home Park Boulevard.  

GENERAL 
DESCRIPTION: 

 
The applicants are requesting the variance to the requirement that a lot line be a 
minimum of 60’ from a cell tower in order to split a lot, and sell the split off lot for 
development of a multi-family building.  

LOCATION, CURRENT 
ZONING, AND 
ZONING HISTORY: 

 
The property is located at 1150 Home Park Boulevard, and it is zoned “C-1” 
Commercial District, and has been zoned as such since the adoption of the Zoning 
Ordinance.    

IMPACT ON 
NEIGHBORHOOD & 
SURROUNDING LAND 
USES: 

 
The request to allow the variance for the proposed lot line would not appear to 
have a negative impact on the neighborhood. The primary purpose for the setback 
requirement is to ensure that a cellular tower is not built too close to adjoining 
properties, however the tower is existing and purchaser of the lot and developer 
of an apartment complex would have full knowledge and understanding of how 
close the tower is.  

TRAFFIC 
CONDITIONS: 

 
It would appear that the request would not have a negative impact upon traffic 
conditions in the surrounding area. 

RELATIONSHIP TO 
COMPREHENSIVE 
PLAN: 

 
The request would be in conformance with the classification of this area as Mixed 
Commercial: Medium to High Density Residential; Professional Offices; 
Compatible Commercial on the Future Land Use Map within the City of Waterloo 
Comprehensive Plan adopted February 3, 2003. 

STAFF 
COMMENTS: 

 
The section of the Zoning Ordinance that pertains to this request:  
Chapter 27, Special Provisions, Exceptions and Modifications 10-27-5 (d) iii, 
Setbacks from Base of Structure 
 
The minimum distance between the base of the structure or any guy anchors and 
any property line shall be 50% of the antenna height or a minimum of 60 feet.  
 
The applicant is requesting a variance to the minimum property line of 60’ in order 
to split a lot that currently has a multi-family complex in order to sell the newly 
created lot and construct a multi-family building. There is no regulation on the 
distance from the tower to a multi-family complex, just a setback requirement to the 
property line.  
 
The owner of the cellular tower US Cellular was contacted in order to get feedback 
on the request, but we have not received any response.  
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 Criteria 
 
1. Lack of reasonable return- There would appear to be a lack of reasonable 

return as a multi-family building could not be constructed on the property if 
split onto another lot without a variance.  
 

2. Uniqueness- There would appear to be uniqueness to the request as splitting 
the lot will create an infill lot for development that has been sitting empty for 
many years. Staff is aware of no opposition to the request.  

 
3. Public Considerations- Approval of the lot line variance would not have a 

negative impact on the neighborhood.  
 
STAFF 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 
Therefore, staff recommends that the variance to allow for the splitting of the 
existing property to allow for a set-back of 10’ from the proposed property line to 
the base of an existing cellular tower, 50’ less than the required 60’ minimum 
setback for a cellular tower be approved for the following reason(s): 
 

1. The request would not appear to have a negative impact upon the 
surrounding area. 

2. The variance would create a developable lot.  
3. The request would not appear have a negative impact on the 

neighborhood.  
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REQUEST: Cedar Valley Orthopedic Surgery – 1631 Logan Avenue 
Request by Cedar Valley Orthopedic Surgery for a variance to the “R-4,R-P” 
Planned Residence District sign regulations to allow for the installation of total 
signage of 197.75 SF, 133.75 SF more than the maximum of 64 SF allowed, located 
at 1631 Logan Avenue.  
 

GENERAL 
DESCRIPTION: 

The applicant is requesting a variance to allow for the installation of a 126.75 SF 
wall sign and a 2’ x 4’, 8 SF post sign in addition to an existing 63 SF monument 
sign, for a total of 197.75 SF of signage, 133.75 SF more than the maximum of 64 SF 
allowed in an “R-4, R-P” Planned Residential District located at 1631 Logan 
Avenue. 

LOCATION, CURRENT 
ZONING, AND 
ZONING HISTORY: 

 
The property is zoned “R-4, R-P” Planned Residence District, and is located at 
1631 Logan Avenue, and has been zoned as such since November 19, 2018. 
 
North: Immediately to the north are single-family homes. The area is zoned “R-2” 
One and Two Family Residence District  
 
South: Immediately to the south is Carver Intermediate School zoned “R-2” One 
and Two Family Residence District. 
 
East: Immediately to the east are single-family homes. The area is zoned “R-2” 
One and Two Family Residence District. 
 
West: To the west is St. Pauls United Methodist Church zoned “R-2” One and 
Two Family Residence District.   
 

IMPACT ON 
NEIGHBORHOOD & 
SURROUNDING LAND 
USES: 
 

 
The request would not appear to have a negative impact on the neighborhood. 

TRAFFIC 
CONDITIONS: 

 
The property in question is accessed from Louise Street, which is classified as a 
Local Street. The request would not appear to have a negative impact on traffic 
conditions in the area.  

RELATIONSHIP TO 
COMPREHENSIVE 
PLAN: 
 
 
 
 
STAFF 
COMMENTS: 

 
The proposed signs would be in conformance with the classification of this area as 
Mixed Residential: Low, Medium, High Residential, Professional Offices and 
Neighborhood Commercial on the Future Land Use Map within the City of 
Waterloo Comprehensive Plan adopted February 3, 2003. However, Medical 
Offices are a permitted use in the “R-4,R-P” Planned Residential District.  
 
Sections of the Zoning Ordinance that pertain to the request:  
10-26-1 Outdoor Advertising and Billboards, subsection (C) 7 “R-3” and “R-4” 
Residential Districts 
 
The Cedar Valley Orthopedic Surgery Center is unique in that it is located in a “R-
4, R-P” Residence District, which limits the property to 64 square foot of signage, 
but is a commercial use along a principal arterial highway, on a corner lot. The 64 
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square foot limit would not appear adequate to properly advertise the building 
and provide enough directional signage to adequately label its building and the 
medical services it provides. If the building were zoned commercial, no variance 
for this project would be required. There have recently been multiple variances 
granted for signage under the “R-3” and “R-4” sign regulations (which the “R-4,R-
P” falls under the “R-3” and “R-4” sign regulations).  Staff is going to review the 
sign regulations and propose amendments, but it would likely be several months 
before such an amendment could be finalized. 
 

 Criteria 
 

1. Lack of reasonable return- There appears to be a lack of reasonable return as 
the “R-4, R-P” zoning designation which limits the square footage of signage 
allowed to 64 square feet severely limits the ability for the development to 
provide adequate signage that is needed for the Cedar Valley Orthopedic 
Surgery Center owners, employees, patients, and visitors.  
 

2. Uniqueness- There would appear to be some uniqueness to the request as the 
Cedar Valley Orthopedic Surgery Center is located in an “R-4,R-P” Residence 
District, which limits the property to 64 square foot of signage, but is a 
commercial use along a principal arterial highway, on a corner lot. The 64 
square foot limit would not appear adequate to properly advertise the 
building and provide enough directional signage to adequately label its 
building and the medical services it provides. If the building were zoned 
commercial, no variance for this project would be required. 

 

3. Public Considerations- The request would not appear to have a negative 
impact on the area but would be compatible with surrounding uses. Staff has 
heard no objections to the request.  

STAFF 
RECOMMENDATIONS: 

 
Staff recommends approval of the request by Cedar Valley Orthopedic Surgery for 
a variance to the sign regulations to allow for the installation of a 63 SF monument 
sign, 126.75 SF wall sign, a 2’ x 4’, 8 SF sign, for a total of 197.75 SF of signage, 
133.75 SF more than the maximum of 64 SF allowed in an “R-4,R-P” Planned 
Residence District located at 1631 Logan Avenue be approved for the following 
reasons: 
 

1. There appears to be a lack of reasonable return as the “R-4,R-P” zoning 
designation limits the square footage of signage allowed to 64 square feet 
which severely limits the ability for the development to provide the 
adequate signage that is needed for the Cedar Valley Orthopedic Surgery 
Center owners, employees, patients, and visitors.  
 

2. There would appear to be some uniqueness to the request, as the “R-4,R-
P” sign regulations limit signage to only 64 SF, and this prevents the 
signage needed to effectively direct clients to their business and the 
services that they provide. 
 

3. The request would not appear to have a negative impact on the area and 
would be compatible with surrounding uses.  
 

4. Staff has heard no objections to the request. 
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REQUEST: Ronald Brinkley -139 Lewis Street 
Request by Ronald Brinkley for a variance to the “R-2” One and Two Family 
Residence District accessory structure regulations to allow for the construction of a 
new detached garage to be have a setback 6’ 7”, 3’ 3” less than the required side yard 
setback of 10’ on a corner lot, located at 139 Lewis Street. 

 
GENERAL 
DESCRIPTION: 

The applicant demolished an existing detached garage and now wants to build a new 
24’ x 24’ garage in the same location.    

LOCATION, 
CURRENT 
ZONING, AND 
ZONING HISTORY: 

The property is located on Lewis Street and the garage is accessed off of Rail Road 
Avenue which sees minimal traffic. The site in question is zoned “R-2” One and Two 
Family Residence District, and has been zoned as such since the adoption of the 
Zoning Ordinance.   
 
North: Immediately to the north is the UP Rail Road line.  
 
South: Immediately to the south residential homes zoned “R-2” One and Two Family 
Residence District. 
 
East: Immediately to the east are single-family homes zoned “R-2” One and Two 
Family Residence District. 
 
West: To the west are single-family homes zoned “R-2” One and Two Family 
Residence District. 
 

IMPACT ON 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
& SURROUNDING  
LAND USES: 

The request would not appear to have a negative impact upon the area, as the 
proposed location of the garage is on Railroad Avenue which sees minimal traffic, 
abuts a rail road line and would have limited visibility from surrounding neighbors, 
and is in the same location as a previous garage.   

TRAFFIC 
CONDITIONS: 

The request would not appear to have any negative impact on traffic conditions in the 
area as the garage would be constructed on the north side of the property abutting rail 
road property. 
 

RELATIONSHIP TO 
COMPREHENSIVE 
PLAN: 

The proposed request would be in conformance with the classification of this area as 
Low Density Residential on the Future Land Use Map within the City of Waterloo 
Comprehensive Plan adopted February 3, 2003.   
 

STAFF 
COMMENTS: 

Sections of the Zoning Ordinance that pertain to the request:  
Chapter 5, General Regulations, Subsection E, Accessory Structures.  

 
The applicant demolished an existing detached garage in 2016 and hired a contractor 
to pour a new concrete pad for a future 24’ x 24’ square foot detached garage. 
However, the contractor appears to have assumed that the new garage could be 
placed in the same location as the previous one built in 1939 prior to the ordinance 
being adopted. When a second contractor attempted to pull a building permit staff 
informed them that there is a 10’ minimum side yard setback required along a side 
street of a corner lot. 

  
The ordinance requires that for corner lots were the home faces the longer dimension 
street frontage that the side yard along the longer dimension street front be a 
minimum of 10’ from the property line. 
 



    
 

 Similar requests have come before the Board of Adjustment in the past including on 
June 28, 2011 at 171 Lovejoy in a “R-1” One and Two Family Residence district that 
has higher setback requirements than the “R-2” One and Two Family Residence 
District; on May 24, 2011 at 125 Woodstock Road in a “R-1” One and Two Family 
Residence District; on August 28, 2008 at 3398 Mount Vernon Drive in a “R-1” One 
and Two Family Residence District; on October 23, 2007 at 116 Forest Street in a “R-2” 
One and Two Family Residence District; and on June 25, 2002 at 902 Williston in a "R-
2" One and Two Family Residence District with all requests being approved. 
 
 
 

 Criteria 

 
1. Lack of reasonable return- There would not appear to be a lack of 

reasonable return to the request as the applicant could poor a new slab in a 
location that’s meets the minimum side yard setback.  
 

2. Uniqueness- There would appear to be uniqueness to the request, as there 
was an existing detached garage that did not the side setback, that existed 
from 1931 to since 2016 without any known negative effects on the area, and 
the site is along a low volume street next to a railroad.  
 

3. Public Considerations- Approval of the variance could set a precedence for 
other properties within the nearby area to have side yard setbacks within 
the “R-2” Residence District of less than 10’ on a corner lot.  However, there 
are no known negative impacts with the previous non-conforming garage 
that has existed from 1939 to 2016. Staff has not received any objections to 
the request. 

 
STAFF 
RECOMMENDATI
ONS: 

Staff recommends that request by Ronald Brinkley for a variance to the “R-2” One and 
Two Family Residence District accessory structure regulations to allow for the 
construction of a new detached garage to be have a setback 6’ 7”, 3’ 3” less than the 
required side yard setback of 10’ on a corner lot, located at 139 Lewis Street, be 
approved for the following reason(s): 

1. The request would not appear to have a negative impact upon the area, as the 
proposed location of the Lewis Street has very little traffic. 

2. The proposed garage abuts a rail road line and would have limited visibility 
from surrounding neighbors.   

3. There have been no objections to the request. 
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REQUEST: New Star - 315 Fletcher Avenue 
Request by New Star for a variance to the 600’ setback requirement from a 
protected use and 250’ setback requirement from another non-limited alcohol 
sales use to convert an existing limited alcohol sales use to a non-limited alcohol 
sales use, located at 315 Fletcher Avenue.   
   

GENERAL 
DESCRIPTION: 

The applicant is requesting a variance to the 600’ setback requirement from a 
protected use and 250’ setback requirement from another non-limited alcohol 
sales use to convert an existing limited alcohol sales use to a non-limited alcohol 
sales use at 315 Fletcher Avenue, located 87’ from the nearest protected use, and 
134’ from another non-limited alcohol sales use.  
 

LOCATION,  

 
CURRENT 
ZONING, AND 
ZONING HISTORY: 

The property is located at 315 Fletcher Avenue, and the site is zoned “S-1” 
Shopping Center and has been since April 12, 1976.    
 
Surrounding land uses and their zoning are as follows:   
North- HWY 63, the Sergeant Trail, and vacant land, zoned “R-2” One and Two 
Family Residence District and “A-1” Agricultural District. South- Commercial 
Businesses, zoned “S-1” Shopping District.  East- Commercial Businesses and 
Residential, zoned “S-1” Shopping District and “R-3” Multiple Residence 

District.  West- Commercial Businesses, zoned “S-1” Shopping District.     
 

IMPACT ON 
NEIGHBORHOOD 
& SURROUNDING  
LAND USES: 

The request could have a negative impact on the surrounding area. The intent of 
the limited alcohol sales use designation and restrictions on non-limited alcohol 
sales uses is to avoid having non-limited alcohol sales uses (liquor stores and 
bars that make a majority of their business from selling alcohol) near residential 
areas and avoid having an over concentration of non-limited alcohol uses.  
 

TRAFFIC 
CONDITIONS: 

The request would not appear to have any negative impact on traffic conditions 
in the area. 
 

RELATIONSHIP TO 
COMPREHENSIVE 
PLAN: 

The proposed request would be in conformance with the classification of this 
area as Commercial on the Future Land Use Map within the City of Waterloo 
Comprehensive Plan adopted February 3, 2003.    

 
STAFF 
COMMENTS: 

 
Sections of the Zoning Ordinance that pertain to the request:  
Ordinance 4976, Chapter 15 “C-2” Commercial District, (3) Non-Limited 
Alcohol Sales Uses (b) (c) (d).  
 
The purpose of the non-limited alcohol sales restrictions is to avoid having non-
limited alcohol sales uses near residential areas, and avoid having an 
overconcentration of non-limited alcohol sales uses. This is done in order to 
limit the secondary effects of certain alcohol sales uses, to preserve and protect 
neighborhoods from deterioration and loss of property value to incompatible 
uses, and otherwise to promote the general purpose of the Zoning Ordinance 
and promote the health, welfare and morals of the community.  
 
It should also be noted that the applicant has illegal signage by having a sign 
that references liquor. Sites that are a limited alcohol sales use (off-premise 
consumption) are prohibited from having signs that contain the words “liquor,” 
“alcohol,” “beer,” or “wine,” or any variant or synonym of such words. If the 
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variance to become a non-limited alcohol sales use is not approved, the 
applicant will have to remove the out of compliance sign.   
 
The site in question at 315 Fletcher Avenue is located less than 600’ from many 
protected uses, including the residential condo units located at 656 Summit 
Avenue, which is located approximately 87’ from the property in question.  The 
site is also located less than 250’ from another non-limited alcohol sales use, as 
the Wedge Bar is located at 341-345 Fletcher Avenue, which is located 
approximately 134’ from the property in question.  The property in question is 
located across the street from Kwik Star at 324 Fletcher Avenue, which is also a 
limited alcohol sales use that complies with all requirements as a limited alcohol 
sales use. 

 
Criteria 

 
1. Lack of reasonable return- There does not appear to be a lack of 

reasonable return to this request, as this location can still continue to 
operate as limited alcohol sales use business.  

 
2. Uniqueness- There does not appear to be a uniqueness to this request as 

the applicant can still sell alcohol with its limited alcohol sales use 
designation.  
 

3. Public Considerations- approval of the request would appear to have 
a negative impact on the neighborhood by having an 
overconcentration of non-limited alcohol sales uses and allowing a 
non-limited alcohol sales use in close proximity to protected uses.  

 
STAFF 
RECOMMENDATIO
NS: 

Staff recommends that the request for a variance to the 600’ setback 
requirement from a protected use and 250’ setback requirement from another 
non-limited alcohol sales use to convert an existing limited alcohol sales use 
to a non-limited alcohol sales use at 315 Fletcher Avenue be denied for the 
following reasons:  
 

1. The request would appear to have a negative impact on the area by 
allowing a non-limited alcohol sales use in close proximity to 
protected uses. 
 

2. The request could allow for an over concentration of non-limited 
alcohol sales uses. 
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Pictures of New Star Store 

 

 
 

Looking at the south and east side of the 

building and sign saying Liquor that the 

applicant was told not to install.  

 

 
 

Looking northeast at the storage center that 

is located directly behind the building of the 

applicant.  

 
 

Looking northwest from the south side of 

the building toward the intersection of 

Fletcher Avenue and Sergeant Road/US 63.  

 

 
 

Looking northeast from the southwest 

corner of the building at new siding and sign 

that says Liquor. 



 

 

 

 
 

Looking northeast from Kwik Star.  

 

 

 
 

Looking north from toward the building in 

question.  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Looking at the existing pole sign at the 

corner of Fletcher Avenue and US Highway 

63. 

 
 

Looking from the intersection of US 

Highway 63 and Fletcher Ave toward the 

building in question.  



 

 
 

Looking from Fletcher Avenue to the front 

of the building.  

 

 
 

Looking southeast toward the auto service 

and office building in the background.  

 

 

 
 

Looking at the office building.  

 

 

 

 
 

Looking from the office building toward the 

building in question.  



 

 
 

The auto service building.  

 

 

 
 

Looking south along Fletcher.  

 

 
 

Looking toward the Kwik Star.  

 

 

 
 

Looking to the building south of the auto 

repair building.  



 

 
 

Looking at the front of the building at 341-

345 Fletcher Avenue.  

 
 

South wall of building looking toward 

storage facility behind.  

 

 




